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We present the results of experiments that assess the viability of anti-Stokes scattering to investigate
in situ materials at high temperatures. Both anti-Stokes and Stokes Raman measurements have been
performed at various high temperatures using hafnia as a test material. As compared with Stokes
Raman spectra, anti-Stokes spectra were observed with lower thermal emission backgrounds in
accordance with Planck’s equation. The intensity ratio of anti-Stokes to Stokes scattering
approaches 1 as the temperature increases at high temperatures satisfying the Boltzmann distribution
law. These results clearly demonstrate the advantage and feasibility of anti-Stokes Raman scattering
for the elimination of the thermal emission in comparison with Stokes scattering. ©2001
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1394174#
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The extension of Raman scattering from materials
temperatures above 1000 °C is an important challenge
cause structural changes and chemical reactions of var
industrial materials and minerals occur in this temperat
range. However, the measurable region of temperature
limited in the conventional Raman spectroscopy using v
ible region excitation. This can be explained in terms of
fact that it is difficult to detect weak Raman scattering fro
substances at high temperatures in comparison with an
tense continuous background due to thermal emission. S
high-temperature measurements have been performed
means of the pulsed-excitation method1,2 and micro-Raman
technique.3,4 However, these techniques require quite hig
energy density~typically 80–5000 kW for 5–10 ns for the
pulsed-excitation method! which can cause serious dama
to the sample. cw UV Raman spectroscopy is suitable for
measurements at high temperatures as an alternative t
pulsed-excitation method, because the UV excitation sh
the Raman scattering to shorter wavelengths away from
intense thermal emission peak. We have recently dem
strated that the Raman scattering with UV excitation is e
nently well suited toin situ investigation of materials at high
temperatures up to 1500 °C.5 Later, Zoubouliset al.6 have
also shown the advantages of UV Raman scattering for h
temperature investigations up to 1420 °C. Recently,
means of UV Raman spectroscopy, we have observed
phase transition and soft phonon modes in SrZrO3 ,7 OH va-
cancies arising in hydroxyapatite at high temperature8
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phase transition of hafnia up to 2085 K,9 and anharmonic
lattice mode in Ca2SiO4 .10 Here we demonstrate that ant
Stokes Raman scattering is even more suitable for h
temperature measurements following the Boltzmann dis
bution law and Planck’s equation. Such an idea would op
up the possibility of new vistas for high-temperature scien
and technology.

A spherical HfO2 specimen obtained by the quenching
melts in air using an arc-imaging furnace was used in t
study, because Raman spectra of this specimen show
tinuous change with increasing temperature.9 Raman spectra
were excited by a cw ultraviolet~363.8 nm! laser line. The
Raman instrument used here is detailed in the literature.5 The
sample was mounted in a furnace with a Pt–Rh heater wh
the sample was placed and then fixed on a Pt/13%Rh t
mocouple with alumina cement. The specimen was heate
rate of 10 °C/min, and then the temperature was kept c
stant during the measurements~within 61 °C!. Each mea-
surement was done in air after a given constant tempera
was maintained for 10 min. The central position of spe
trograph was set at bands denoted by symbols~d! in Fig. 1
in order to measure intensity ratio of anti-Stokes to Sto
Raman scattering precisely. The laser power at the tube l
was set at 70 mW. In consideration of the spectral resolu
and high spectral intensity at high temperatures, the entra
slit width was set at 100mm, which corresponds to the ful
width at half maximum of 4.7 cm21. The apparent therma
emission background from the sample and furnace was m
sured without laser excitation. No artificial smoothing w
used on the acquired Raman spectra.

Figure 2 shows the continuous thermal radiation spe
il:
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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in the range of both anti-Stokes and Stokes Raman sca
ing. With increasing temperature, the intensity of the app
ent thermal emission,I B , became rapidly pronounced, whic
is more notable in the Stokes spectral region because o
stronger background in the longer wavelength region in

FIG. 1. Raman spectra of hafnia recorded at 25 and 1500 °C. The spec
at 1500 °C is shown with offset. Note scale factor to spectrum at 25 °C.
lines denoted by symbols~* ! are due to Rayleigh scattering.

FIG. 2. The apparent thermal emission background from the sample
furnace measured without laser excitation.
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cordance with Planck’s equation,I B5An3/@exp(hn/kT)21#,
where A is the instrument dependent coefficient,n is the
frequency of light (s21), k is Boltzmann’s constant~1.3807
310223 J/K!, h is Planck’s constant~6.6261310234 J s!, and
T is the absolute temperature~K!. At 1500 °C, for example,
the background level was 9 and 57~counts/s! at the spectral
position of 1000 cm21 in the anti-Stokes and Stokes regim
respectively. This result clearly shows the anti-Stokes Ram
scattering is well suited to thein situ investigation of
samples at high temperatures. Usually only the stokes l
are measured, since the intensity of the anti-Stokes line
eminently much lower than that of the Stokes lines at am
ent temperature. Here we present the results of experim
that assess the validity of anti-Stokes scattering to investig
in situ materials at high temperatures. At elevated tempe
tures, Raman lines were redshifted and their width was
creasing with increasing temperature~Fig. 1!. In the present
study, we pay attention to the band represented by sym
~d! in Fig. 1. The pattern decomposition of the Raman sp
tra was performed using a commercial profile-fitting progra
GRAMS assuming Lorentz functions. In Fig. 3, the obtain
values of the intensity ratio of anti-Stokes to Stokes Ram
scattering are plotted as a function of temperature. The r
shows remarkable increase with increasing temperature
isfying the Boltzmann distribution law. The intensity ratio
given by11

anti-Stokes

Stokes
5Fn01Dn i~T!

n02Dn i~T!G
4

expF2
hcDn i~T!

kT G
5Fn01Dn i~T!

n02Dn i~T!G
4

expF21.4387
Dn i~T!

T G ,
~1!

wherec is the speed of light~2.99793108 m/s!, n0 is the
wave number of the exciting laser light~27 489 cm21!, and
Dn i(T) is the temperature-dependent wave number ofi th
Raman mode (cm21). The intensity ratio approaches 1 wit
increasing temperature. The intensity of the anti-Stokes c
ponent is practically comparable to that of the Stokes co
ponent at temperatures above 1000 °C~Figs. 1 and 3!. There-
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e
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the intensity ratio of anti-Stoke
Stokes Raman bands represented by symbols~d! in Fig. 1. Solid line shows
the theoretical curve indicated by Eq.~1! without the coefficient,A, which
depends to the instrument.
 license or copyright; see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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fore, the anti-Stokes Raman scattering allows one to impr
the high-temperature limit ofin situ Raman measurement
The utility of this scheme will not only have a great effect
UV Raman spectroscopy but also on conventional visi
Raman measurements, in which experimental temperat
are limited to relatively low values~Fig. 5 in Ref. 5!.

We conclude that the anti-Stokes Raman scattering
potential to become a powerful technique forin situ high-
temperature investigations. Raman spectra at various
temperatures up to 1500 °C were measured. These re
reveal that the anti-Stokes Raman scattering can improv
upper limit of the experimental temperature achievable
the Stokes Raman scattering. To diminish the strong ther
emission, which hampers experiments at high temperatu
this concept would open a door for high-temperature scie
and technology.
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